
Evidence Outline (Kirkpatrick) 

I. Introduction & Article 1 (General Provisions) 
a. FRE 101- Scope & definitionset out in FRE 1101 

i. FRE 1101 Applicability of Rules 
1. Applies to courts & judges in all federal courts 
2. Applies to civil, criminal, & contempt proceedings 
3. Exceptions- (1) preliminary hearings on admissibility, (2) grand-

jury proceedings, (3) miscellaneous proceedings (extradition, 
sentencing, bail hearings, criminal prelim, etc.) 

 
b. Federal Trial Procedure 

i. Jury selection (voir dire)- judge questions & attorneys submit questions 
1. “Peremptory” challengeslimited (often three), can exclude for 

any reason (but must show not on basis of race if challenged) 
2. “For cause” exclusionunlimited, retaining juror prejudicial 

ii. Motion in limine- pretrial motion outside presence of jury assessing 
admissibility of evidence 

iii. Opening statements 
iv. Π’s case in chief 
v. ∆’s case in chief 

vi. Rebuttal 
vii. Closing arguments 

viii. Instructions- drafted before “close of evidence” 
1. Limiting instructions 
2. Curative instructions 

ix. Deliberation, verdict, & judgment 
 

c. Appellate Review 
i. Limited to the record 

1. Pleadings 
2. Filed documents 
3. Record of proceedings 
4. Exhibits 
5. Docket entries 

ii. FRE 103 Preserving Claim of Error 
1. Error must affect “substantial right of party” (harmless vs. 

reversible) 
2. Timely objection 
3. State ground w/ specificity 

 
d. FRE 104 Preliminary Questions 

i. 104(a)- generally preliminary questions on evidence or privilege addressed 
by TC  



1. Not bound by evidence rules (except on privilege) 
2. “Preponderance of the evidence” standard 

ii. 104(b)- relevance of evidence depends on whether fact existsjury 
question once judge has determined proof sufficient to support affirmative 
finding (judge screening function) 

 
e. FRE 105 Limiting Instructions- court must instruct jury (upon request) to limit 

scope of evidence when: 
i. Evidence admitted that is admissible against a party, but not against 

another party 
ii. Evidence admitted that is admissible for one purpose, but not another 

purpose 
iii. “Pink elephant” problemcan still be excluded under FRE 403 

 
f. FRE 106 Related Writings or Recorded Statements- if party introduces 

writing/recorded statement, adverse party may require introduction of any other 
part or other writing/recorded statement at any time that in fairness should be 
considered at same time 
 

g. FRE 611 Scope & Order of Presenting Evidence- court exercises control over 
mode & order of examining witnesses 

i. Scope of cross- (1) subject matter of direct (scope of direct), (2) matter’s 
affecting witness’s credibility, (3) w/ permission of court, inquiry into 
additional matters as if on direct (can’t lead) 

ii. No leading questions on direct unless: 
1. Party calls hostile witness 
2. Party calls adverse party or witness identified w/ adverse party 

 
II. Best Evidence Doctrine (Article 10) 

a. FRE 1002/1003 Requirements of Original & Admissibility of Duplicates 
i. If writing, recording or photographmust produce original to prove 

content (unless rules provide otherwise) 
ii. Duplicate is admissible unless: genuine question of authenticity or 

circumstances make it unfair to admit duplicate 
iii. Objections primarily made against testimony to contents 
iv. Definition of writing (FRE 1001)- letters, words, numbers set down in any 

form 
1. But see U.S. v. Duffyshirt tag w/ “D-U-F” not writing b/c 

simplistic inscribed chattel 
v. Definition of original (FRE 1001)- (1) writing or recording itself or (2) 

any counterpart intended to have the same effect by person who executed 
or issued it 

 



b. FRE 1004 Admissibility of Evidence Other Than Original- any other evidence of 
content other than original may be admissible if: 

i. Originals lost or destroyed (not by proponent in bad faith)requires 
adequate search (Sylvania Elec. Prod. v. Flanagan) 

ii. Original cannot be obtained through judicial process (ex. can’t compel 
production b/c outside of jurisdiction) 

iii. Adverse party fails to produce original after put on notice 
iv. Writing, recording, photo not closely related to controlling issue 

 
c. How to Prove Content (FRE 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008) 

i. FRE 1008- court determines whether to admit evidence of content 
(104(a)), but in jury trial, jury determines: 

1. Whether writing, recording, photo ever existed 
2. Which offered writing, recording, photo is original 
3. Whether other evidence of content accurately reflects content 

ii. FRE 1005- can use copies of public records to prove content if: 
1. Certified under FRE 902(4) or 
2. Testimony by witness who has compared w/ original 

iii. FRE 1006- can use summary, chart, or calculation to prove contents of 
voluminous writings, recordings, or photographs that cannot be 
conveniently examined in court 

1. Must make both original & duplicates available to adverse party 
2. Documents underlying summary must be admissible 

iv. FRE 1007-can use testimony or statement of party against whom evidence 
is offered to prove content  

 
III. Judicial Notice & Presumptions 

a. Judicial Notice- process by which court determines certain matters w/o formal 
proof 

i. Adjudicative facts (FRE 201)- facts that normally go to the jury, facts that 
are (1) generally known or (2) can be accurately & readily determined 
from sources whose accuracy cannot be reasonably questionedcourt 
may judicially notice 

1. Court may take notice sua sponte, must take notice if party 
requests & adequate info presented to show fact cannot reasonably 
be disputed 

2. Judge cannot use what he knows as individual observer outside of 
courtroom to take judicial notice (see Gereau) 

3. May take place at any time (including appeal unless criminal 
acquittal, see Jones) 

4. Binding instruction for jury in civil case, no binding instruction in 
criminal case (jury may or may not accept noticed fact as 
conclusive) 



5. Party entitled to be heard on propriety of judicial notice (if timely 
request) 

ii. Evaluative facts- facts known to jury & used to consider/evaluate evidence 
at trial (basic facts/knowledge jury carries w/ them) 

1. Jury can’t investigate 
2. Jury can’t consider info beyond common knowledge 

iii. Legislative facts- facts judge considers when making legal ruling, not 
regulated (ex. physiological effects of segregation in Brown v. Board) 

iv. Law- judge determines applicable law & instructs jury, regulated by case 
law/FRCivPro 
 

b. Presumptions- requires trier to draw particular conclusion when basic facts 
established, in absence of evidence tending to disprove presumed fact 

i. Presumption w/ basic facts established & no counterproofpresumption 
carries 

ii. Presumption w/ basic facts established, but cogent & compelling 
counterproofpresumption drops 

iii. Basic facts not established & no counterproofno presumption (ex. jury 
finds letter was not properly posted, no mailbox rule presumption) 

iv. Presumption w/ basic facts established, but not so cogent and compelling 
counterevidence that any reasonable person would find against 
presumption, but not so weak that reasonable person couldn’t find against 
presumptionpresumption no longer controls and: 

1. Bursting bubble- presumption drops (adopted FRE 301) 
2. Reformist approach- presumption=burden of persuasion, 

counterevidence must overcome burden of persuasion to overcome 
presumption 

v. State law governs effect of presumption for claim/defense where state law 
supplies rule of decision (diversity) 

 
c. Criminal Case Presumptions- 14th amendment requires gov prove every fact 

necessary to constitute crimeno presumption against ∆ in criminal case (see 
Sandstrom) 

 
IV. Authentication 

a. FRE 901 Exhibits Must be Authenticated- proponent of item must produce 
sufficient evidence to support finding that item is what proponent claims it 
isenough evidence to enable jury to find exhibit authentic 

i. If proof sufficient, exhibit admitted & jury decides ultimate authenticity 
(104(b)) 

1. US v. Johnson- prima facie showing of authenticity all that is 
required to put ultimate question before jury (ax identified by 
victim who was “pretty sure” it was used in attack). 


